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In this appendix, we formalize the theoretical arguments presented in the paper. We

focus on two questions: (1) how competition affects media owners’choice of political bias;

and (2) how a politico-economic tradeoff drives the entry of commercial newspapers (as

opposed to Party papers). The framework has the following three important features: (i)

Consumers have heterogeneous preferences for media bias (propaganda) as opposed to non-

political commercial content;1 (ii) The ownership of newspapers is decentralized to local

governments (CCPCs), which have the autonomy to distribute profits and decide the level of

bias and the entry of the newspapers under their administration; and (iii) Local governments

have a politico-economic dual goal —they care about exposing the audience to biased content

(propaganda) and pursuing profits.

These three features match the empirical setting of Chinese newspaper. The first feature

is consistent with readership survey evidence.2 The last two features regarding ownership

are as discussed in Section 2 of the paper, and numerous case studies regarding differences in

local governments’political valuation of propaganda can be found in Zhao (1998, 2008) and

Lei (2016), among others.

Features (i) and (ii) described above define a problem analogous to a product-positioning

problem in the IO literature where a firm designs its product to attract consumers with

different levels of willingness to pay for brands or quality. Feature (iii) implies that a Chinese

local government itself has a preference for the characteristic of a product (media bias) in

addition to monetary payoffs.

Regarding feature (iii), we also assume that the political valuation of media bias differs

across local governments. One micro-founded explanation is that the political value created

by bias exposure, such as regime stability, is a public good that can be used non-exclusively

by other CCPCs in an area. Further, political effects, such as social unrest or protests,

1This is similar to the setup in Mullainathan and Shleifer’s (2005) theory of media bias.
2 In a randomized readership survey conducted by Western researchers in 2005, 36% of readers in Beijing

selected Party Dailies as primary information sources for important news while others viewed commercial
papers as more relevant (Stockmann 2011). In another survey conducted by the Beijing Bureau of Statistics
in 2007, 53.6% of the surveyees reported that they read Beijing Evening most frequently, while 17.1% ranked
Beiing Daily as their primary newspaper (Beijing Public Opinion Research Center 2007).
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are likely to have geographic spillovers. Thus, a lower-level CCPC which internalizes these

spillovers less will value the political goal of bias exposure less than a higher-level CCPC.

This is analogous to the argument in the study of federalism (e.g., Oates 1972; Inman and

Rubinfeld 1997), in which local governments internalize less of the externalities of national

security.

To facilitate the analysis, we make two further assumptions. First, a newspaper’s profit

consists of advertising revenues determined by the size of readership. This assumption is

reasonable because subscription and retail prices of Chinese newspapers are fixed by regula-

tion, and revenues from circulation only account for a small fraction of a newspaper’s total

revenues. Second, readers are single-homing and consume either one or no newspaper. As

long as consumers are not perfect multi-homing in the sense that they consume all available

papers in exactly the same way, the basic results presented below will hold as discussed later.

The key factor that drives the mechanism of the model is the existence of a critical mass of

readers who switch from reading a party paper to reading a commercial paper if both are

available.

The analysis below consists of two parts. In the first part, we endogenize a newspaper

owner’s selection of bias for one or multiple newspapers. The primary purpose of this part

is to discuss the underlying factors that drive the politico-economic tradeoff in producing

media bias, based on which we demonstrate an empirically-relevant strategy that the Chinese

government uses to mitigate the tradeoff and illustrate how competition affects it. In the

second part, we endogenize the entry of both commercial and party papers whose bias levels

are restricted to fixed positions. Using this simpler setup, we analyze the dynamics of market

structure and the resulting media bias to which the audience in a market is exposed.

1 Product Differentiation and Competition

1.1 Model Setup

Consumers and Demand. There exists a continuum of consumers, each with a newspaper-
content blisspoint, bi, which is uniformly distributed on [−12 ,

1
2 ]. On this continuum, a position

closer to 1
2 indicates a stronger political preference for the CCP mouthpiece content (e.g.,

propaganda), while a position closer to −12 indicates a preference for commercial content (e.g.,
entertainment). Consumers who prefer commercial content have an aversion to a newspaper

full of reports about government offi cials and political slogans, while some other consumers,

such as CCP cadres or employees in public sectors, dislike newspapers that publish "no serious

stuff." A consumer with blisspoint bi derives the following utility from a newspaper, n, at

position bn:

u (bi, bn) =
1

2
− |bi − bn| .
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Here, the utility of consuming a newspaper depends on the match between the consumer’s

own preferred position and the newspaper’s position, as in Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005).

Without loss of generality, let bn ∈ [0, 12 ]. The market demand for a monopolistic news-
paper located at bn is

X (bn) = 1− bn.

To maximize demand, this newspaper locates its position at the center and covers the entire

market: X (0) = 1.

Newspaper Owners’Objectives. A CCPC has a politico-economic dual goal. When
assessing the economic goal, we assume that a newspaper’s revenue is proportional to the total

value of the advertising market it faces, denoted by R, and that the profit for a newspaper

at position bn is X (bn)R. When assessing the political goal, we assume that the CCPCs

blisspoint is bn = 1
2 . We model a newspaper’s political bias, bn, as the deviation from the

profit-maximizing position, bn = 0. We assume that a CCPC values the average bias of

newspapers, to which readers in the market are exposed. A newspaper has no political value

if it is unbiased (bn = 0), however it will also have no political value if it is highly biased and

has no readership.

Consider a market with N newspapers, in which a CCPC, superscripted by J , owns a set

of papers NJ . Thus, N − NJ is the number of newspapers owned by other CCPCs. Then,

the utility of CCPCJ is:

UJ =
∑
n∈NJ

Xn (bn)R︸ ︷︷ ︸
revenue

+ αJ
∑
n∈N

Xn (bn) bn︸ ︷︷ ︸ .
political value

The parameter αJ measures the weight that CCPCJ places on its political goals.

The second term differentiates the above utility function from a standard firm objective

function. This term captures a CCPC’s political valuation of media bias. In particular,

Xn (bn) bn is a measure of bias exposure, which is the product of bn (bias level) and Xn (bn)

(bias reach). Another feature of this second term is the nature of political value, which is

akin to that of a public good (within the CCP). Specifically, if one newspaper of a CCPC

exposes readers to biased content, all CCPCs in the market will benefit.

When we later introduce multiple levels of CCPCs, we will further assume that the po-

litical value has geographic externalities. This is because the negative effects of events that

may affect regime stability, such as political unrest and protests, are likely to spill over across

regions. Based on this assumption, a higher-level CCPC covers a larger area and internalizes

a greater share of spillovers. Hence, it has a larger αJ .3 The purpose of this assumption

3To see the geographic externality effect clearly, consider an example of two prefectures, A and B, within a
province.A newspaper in prefecture A is located at position xn and thus generates political valueXn (xn) b (xn).
The geographical externality means that it also generates political value in prefecture B, for instance, by a
factor ε ∈ (0, 1) of the effect in prefecture A. In this case, the provincial CCPC’s value of the political effect
of this newspaper is (1 + ε)Xn (xn) b (xn) because it internalizes the externaltiy on prefecture B.
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of political externalities is to provide a micro-foundation for the difference in the political

valuation of media bias across different levels of CCPCs.

1.2 Optimal Bias Choice of Monopolistic Owner

Monopolist with One Newspaper. To simplify notation, we drop the superscripts and
denote demand X and bias b when no confusion occurs. In this case, X = 1 − b, and

U = XR+ αXb. The first order condition of this concave problem is

dU

db
= 2α

(
1

2
− b
)
−R = 0, (1)

which yields the following interior solution:

b∗ =
1

2
− R

2α
, for 0 ≤ R

α
≤ 1. (2)

From (1), when increasing the bias, the monopolist trades off a benefit from a higher level of

bias against a loss of audience, which decreases both bias reach and profits. Note that there

exists a tradeoff in the selection of bias even if only political effects are considered, since an

increase in the level of bias reduces the reach of bias. Economic considerations adds to the

cost of reducing the reach of the paper.

In view of (2), the optimal bias position (b) decreases in the size of the advertising market,

R, while increasing in the CCPC’s political valuation α. This implies that the political bias

is lower in areas with larger advertising markets. In the presence of geographic externalities,

a lower-level CCPC has a smaller α and produces less-biased newspapers. When the polit-

ical valuation is suffi ciently small relative to advertising revenues, the optimal position is a

corner solution b = 0, in which case the newspaper maximizes profit, and the political bias

disappears.

Monopolist with Two Newspapers. Given the demand structure, it is pointless for the
monopolistic CCPC to locate its two newspapers on the same position; the two newspapers

differ in their bias. We call the newspaper with a higher bias Party paper and the one with

lower bias Commercial paper, and subscript them with p and c, respectively. The demand

for each newspaper is, respectively,

Xp =
1

2
(1− bp − bc) , (3)

Xc =
1

2
(1 + bp − bc) . (4)

The monopolist chooses a pair of {bp, bc} to maximize

U = R (Xp +Xc) + α (Xpbp +Xcbc) . (5)
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The first order conditions are

∂U

∂bp
= α

(
1

2
− bp

)
= 0, (6)

∂U

∂bc
= α

(
1

2
− bc

)
−R = 0. (7)

Given that the Hessian is negatively definite, the optimal solution is:

b∗p =
1

2
, (8)

b∗c =
1

2
− R

α
, for 0 ≤ R

α
≤ 1
2
. (9)

In this solution, the bias of the Commercial paper increases in α but decreases in R, the

same as in the single newspaper case. More interestingly, the Party paper is now located

to the extreme bias position (b∗p =
1
2). The first order condition in Equation (6) in fact

maximizes the political effects of the bias of the Party paper. The reason is that by reducing

bias, the Party paper steals only audience from its sibling commercial paper, and the bias

location has no effect on the CCPC’s aggregate profits. Given our parametric assumptions,

the Party paper optimally selects the maximum level of bias. In general, a maximum bias is

not necessarily optimal even if only political effects are considered because the CCPC still

needs to consider the tradeoff between the level of bias and the reach of bias.

A comparison between (2) and (9) shows that the Commercial paper is less biased than

the monopolistic Party paper (b∗c < b∗). The reason is that the political cost of increasing

bias of the Commercial newspaper is lower in the presence of a sibling Party paper because

readers of the Party paper are not exposed to the reduced bias; see (1) and (7). In this way,

the existence of a commercial newspaper entirely relieves the Party paper from commercial

concerns, and the existence of a Party paper reduces the commercial newspaper’s political

concerns.

As a result of this product differentiation strategy, the CCPC achieves a higher level of

utility when it produces two newspapers rather than a single newspaper. This is analogous to

the classic IO problems of market segmentation or brand differentiation in which firms charge

different prices (vertical differentiation) or use different brands (horizontal differentiation) to

extract more surplus from consumers with different levels of willingness to pay for quality

or brands. The distinct feature of our model is that the CCPC also cares about which

product (what level of media bias) that its customers consume. This political feature enhances

the incentive of product differentiation because the political entity, compared to a profit-

maximizing firm, is less willing to provide commercial products.

Fixed Cost and Market Entry. Suppose that ci is the fixed cost of starting the ith
paper. The CCPC will enter with a first (Party) paper when Up (b∗) ≥ c1. It will enter with
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the second (Commercial) paper when Upc
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b∗p, b

∗
c

)
− Up (b∗) ≥ c2.

4 The figure above shows

the equilibrium. The blue lines describe newspaper bias. Initially, the advertising market

is small, and a highly biased newspaper first enters the market. As the advertising market

grows, this newspaper becomes less biased, following Equation (2). When the advertising

market is large enough, the CCPC will launch a second paper. The two papers will then be

differentiated, with one highly biased paper driven entirely by political goals, and the other

substantially less-biased to target the commercial audience. When the advertising market

keeps growing to a certain high level, complete differentiation will emerge: the Party paper

reaches the maximum level of bias and the commercial paper becomes a profit-maximizing

and unbiased paper.

1.3 Exit of Competing County Papers

One important part of our empirical investigation is to examine the effect of the reform in

2003, during which the central government closed most county-level Party papers, on the

content and bias of newspapers owned by higher-level CCPCs. We amend the above model

to address this issue.

Suppose that, in addition to the above two newspapers, a county-level Party paper (with

subscript cp) is exogenously located at a position bcp between b∗p and b∗c . This aligns the

strong evidence that lower-level newspapers are less-biased, which is presented in the paper,

and the anecdotal evidence that many county Party papers publish less propaganda content

than higher-level Party papers.

Now, the (prefectural) market has three papers. The two higher-level papers (H-Party

4Up (b
∗) = 1

4α
(R+ α)2, Upc

(
b∗p, b

∗
c

)
= 1

8α
(2R+ α)2 and Upc

(
b∗p, b

∗
c

)
− Up (b∗) = 1

8α

(
2R2 − α2

)
.
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and H-Commercial) operate in the entire prefectural market while the lower-level paper (L-

Party) operates in a county within the prefecture. Suppose that the county market occupies

a share s of the entire prefecture, and that the distribution of consumer preferences in the

county market is the same as in the prefectural market. Then, the demand for each of the

three newspapers in this county market, respectively, is:

X̃p =
1

2
(1− bp − bpc) ,

X̃c =
1

2
(1− bc + bpc) ,

X̃cp =
1

2
(bp − bc) .

The demand in the prefectural market excluding the county market (a share of 1 − s) is

described previously by (3) and (4). The prefectural CCPC cares about revenues from its

own newspaper but bias exposure from all newspapers because of the assumption of media

bias as public goods. In the county where three newspapers compete, the prefectural CCPC’s

utility is:

Ũ = R
(
X̃p + X̃c

)
+ α

(
X̃pbp + X̃cbc + X̃cpbcp

)
,

whereas in the remaining part, its utility U is as described in (5). The CCPC chooses the

bias locations of its two newspapers to maximize

sŨ + (1− s)U.

The optimal solution is:

b̃∗p = b∗p − s
R

2α
,

b̃∗c = b∗c + s
R

2α
.

From this solution, it is clear that the presence of the county Party paper reduces the pre-

fectural CCPC’s incentive to differentiate its two products. Intuitively, by reducing its bias,

H-Party now steals audience also from L-Party, which increases profits. Therefore, H-Party

starts to care about economic profits, not just bias exposure. Similarly, H-Commercial will

move closer to L-Party to mitigate the business-stealing effect imposed by this competitor.

Note that if s = 0, the bias of either H-Party or H-Commercial will be unaffected by L-Party

at all. This implies that a finding that the exit of L-Party has a significant impact on the

bias of both H-Party and H-Commercial will suggest that three papers are indeed competing

in the same market.

We summarize the above analysis in the proposition below.

Proposition 1 (Product diff erentiation) Consider a CCPC with a dual politico-economic
goal that chooses the degree of bias of its newspapers.
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a. When the advertising market is suffi ciently large, the CCPC will run two differentiated

newspapers: a highly biased Party paper targeting exclusively political goals and a low-biased

Commercial paper targeting primarily economic goals.

b. The exit of a paper owned by another CCPC that is positioned between the party and

commercial papers will increase the differentiation between the two existing papers.

c. Newspaper bias weakly decreases with the size of the advertising market and weakly in-

creases with the political valuation of media bias.

2 Newspaper Entry and Market Dynamics

In the paper, we show that the type of newspaper (Party versus Commercial) accounts for a

large variation in newspaper bias both across regions and over time. Thus, the entry decisions

of newspapers are important for understanding bias exposure in China. In this section, we

study the location strategy of multiple owners, each producing multiple newspapers. It is

well-known that equilibria are not tractable in a continuous Hotelling model when competing

locations are more than two (e.g., Lerner and Singer 1937). Thus, we discretize a newspaper’s

choice set of bias location to make the analysis tractable.

2.1 Model Setup

Suppose that two CCPCs compete in a market: one at a higher level, J = H, and one at a

lower level, J = L. To save on notation, we will refer to CCPCH simply as H and CCPCL

as L. To capture that the higher-level CCPC internalizes more of the political benefits,

we assume that αH > αL. The two CCPCs non-cooperatively decide whether to launch a

newspaper and what type of newspaper to launch. A newspaper’s position is assumed to be

a binary choice: bn ∈ {0, 12}. As before, the paper with bn =
1
2 is referred to as Party paper,

and the other with bn = 0 as Commercial paper. We subscript them with P and C when

necessary.

Because there are only two fixed formats, we depart from the specific preference distrib-

ution on the Hotelling line and directly discuss consumer preferences in a more general way.

This variant simplifies the analysis and provides a handy way to discuss alternative assump-

tions regarding consumer preferences. Given the fixed prices of newspapers, readers can be

divided into three categories based on their preference ordering:

Party Cadres : Party Paper � Commercial Paper � No Paper

Commercial Audience : Commercial Paper � No Paper � Party Paper

Switchers : Commercial Paper � Party Paper � No Paper.

We denote the share of Party Cadres, Commercial Audience, and Switchers with dp, dc
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and ds, respectively. For an illustrative purpose, we assume that the size of these groups

is (dp, ds, dc) = (14 ,
1
4 ,
1
2), which can be obtained by calculating the demand for the two

newspapers located at {0, 12} on the Hotelling line. This numerical assumption is made to
simplify the analysis, and the basic results hold as long as ds > 0. In the case that ds = 0, the

markets of Party papers and of Commercial papers are completely segmented. Recall that we

also assume that each reader only purchases one newspaper. It is possible that some readers

read both papers if available. One extreme case is perfect multi-homing (i.e., all switchers

buy both papers if available), in which the demand for a Party paper is d′p = dp+ ds and the

demand for a Commercial paper is d′c = ds+ dc. Under either complete market segmentation

or perfect multi-homing, the demand for each newspaper type is independent of what other

newspaper types are offered. As will be discussed, these two alternative demand structures

deliver different empirical implications than what we present below.

2.2 Analysis

To capture the development of the Chinese newspaper market, we model newspaper entry

in response to the growth of advertising markets. The two CCPCs non-cooperatively decide

(1) whether to launch a newspaper and (2) what type of newspaper to launch. The analysis

proceeds sequentially: we start with a zero-newspaper situation in which we identify the first

newspaper entry. Given this first newspaper, we then consider which newspaper would enter

next, and so on. To simplify the analysis, we make several technical assumptions. First, after

paying a fixed cost c, a CCPC chooses a newspaper type with which to enter the market.

The cost of changing the newspaper format is high enough that a newspaper never relocates.

Second, when determining market entry, newspapers only consider current profits without

strategically deterring future entry. This assumption is reasonable because local politicians

who control newspapers are subject to frequent promotion evaluation and usually have a

short time horizon. Third, to avoid uninteresting cases with only commercial newspapers in

the market, we assume that the valuation of political bias is above a minimum threshold:

αH > c.

To describe the newspaper types, we use a set of letters {P,C, p, c}, where the letter
indicates whether there is a Party or Commercial newspaper, and the case indicates whether

the upper or lower level runs the paper. We use a sequence of these symbols to represent the

sequence of newspaper entry. For example, PpcC means the following entry sequence: first

H-Party, then L-Party, followed by L-Commercial, and finally H-Commercial. A market

structure M is similarly described. For instance, M = Pc means that an H-Party and a

L-Commercial coexist in the market. We use the notation UJM to describe the utility of

CCPC J under market structure M .

Round 1: No Newspapers → P . Absent any existing newspapers, CCPCJ obtains
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the following payoffs by launching a newspaper of type P or C, respectively:

UJP = (dp + ds)
(
R+ αJ

)
,

UJC = (dp + ds + dc)R.

Without competing products, the CCPC that launches a Party paper obtains both advertis-

ing revenues and political benefits. If launching a Commercial paper instead, it will receive

greater economic benefits but no political benefits. A newspaper will enter the market when

R is large enough so that UJP or U
J
C exceeds the fixed cost of entry, c. Furthermore, if α

J > c,

the condition UJP > c will be satisfied at a lower value of R, and the first entrant will be a

Party paper.5 Since we assume αH > αL and αH > c, the higher-level CCPC will enter the

market first with a Party paper. Specifically, the entry condition of the first newspaper in a

market is:

UJP = (dp + ds)
(
R+ αJ

)
≥ c, (10)

which is easier to be satisfied for CCPCH . Intuitively, given that the advertising market

is small at the first entry, the political value created by the Party paper is higher than the

additional advertising revenue created by the Commercial paper. Because the higher-level

CCPC internalizes more of the geographic externality, it values the political bias more and

will enter the market first.

Round 2: One Incumbent H-Party Paper (P ). The market now has an incumbent
Party paper produced by CCPCH . Since ds > 0 so that the Party and Commercial newspaper

markets are not perfectly segregated, a CCPC faces a trade-off when introducing a new

product. Given the existence of a high-level Party paper, launching a Commercial paper

yields to CCPCH a payoff: UHPC = (dp + ds + dc)R+dpα
H . The benefit is market expansion

—the inclusion of the commercial audience who previously did not read any newspapers and

now read the commercial paper. However, the production of the commercial paper incurs a

political cost as it attracts switchers from the Party paper, which reduces the exposure of

political bias. Thus, CCPCH benefits from starting a commercial paper if

UHPC − UHP = dcR︸︷︷︸
market expansion

− dsα
H︸ ︷︷ ︸

political cost

≥ c. (11)

In comparison, CCPCL launches a commercial paper if

ULPc − ULP = dcR︸︷︷︸
market expansion

+ dsR︸︷︷︸
business stealing

− dsα
L︸ ︷︷ ︸

political cost

≥ c. (12)

This condition shows that in addition to the market expansion effect, the entry of L-Commercial

5To see this result more clearly, let RP be the cutoff value of R that satisfies UJP (RP ) = c and RC be
defined by UJC (RC) = c. Then, H will enter first with a Party paper if RP < RC . Plugging these conditions
in the two equations for UJP and U

J
C gives the result α

J > c.
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steals business from the incumbent H-Party and also imposes a political cost on CCPCL be-

cause it destroys part of the political value (the public good) that was created by H-Party.

Given that ds > 0 and αL < αH , CCPCL has a stronger incentive to launch a Commercial

paper than CCPCH .

Instead of a Commercial paper, CCPCL can launch a Party paper. This decision will be

made if

ULPp − ULP =
1

2
(dp + ds)R︸ ︷︷ ︸

business stealing

≥ c. (13)

Here, no market expansion effect occurs because the new newspaper type is the same as

the incumbent H-Party. Because of the public-good characteristic of the political value

generated by H, the entry of L-Party does not create additional political value for CCPCL.

A comparison between (12) and (13) reveals that L will launch a Commercial paper if the

market expansion effect dominates the political cost. Formally, L-Commercial will enter the

market earlier than L-Party if αL < 8c, that is, the political value of bias is suffi ciently low

for L. 6

Final Rounds, Case 1: (Pp→ Ppc→ PpcC). In this case, there are two Party papers
in the market. The incentive to introduce a Commercial paper is symmetric between H and

L. The benefit for either of them to introduce a Commercial paper is

UJPp(C or c) − U
J
Pp =

(
dc +

1

2
ds

)
R− dsαJ .

Launching a Commercial paper by either CCPC results in market expansion dc and business

stealing 1
2ds as well as a political cost dsα

J . Because it has a lower valuation of the political

cost, L will launch a Commercial paper first. Finally, H enters with a Commercial paper

when 1
2 (ds + dc)R ≥ c.

Final Rounds, Case 2: (Pc → PcC → PcCp). In the second case, H-Party and L-
Commercial are in the market. Additional newspapers will only affect profits, and the profit

increment resulting from launching a commercial paper is greater. Hence, H will launch a

Commercial paper before L launches a Party paper. This will occur when 1
2 (ds + dc)R ≥ c.

Following the entry of H-Commercial, L will enter with a Party paper when dp
2 R ≥ c.

2.3 Equilibrium

The following proposition characterizes the equilibrium entry pattern derived from the analy-

sis above.

Proposition 2 (Vertical competition and market entry) Consider a market with a
higher-level CCPC and a lower-level CCPC. Each can produce a Party and/or a Commercial

6To see this result more clearly, let RPc be the cutoff value of R that precisely makes inequality (12) binding
and let RPp the cutoff value of R that makes inequality (13) binding. Then, RPc < RPp implies αL < 8c.
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paper.

a. The first Party paper in the market will be owned by the higher-level CCPC

b. The first Commercial paper in the market will be owned by the lower-level CCPC.

c. Competition between CCPCs facilitates the entry of Commercial papers.

d. There are two equilibrium newspaper entry sequences: PpcC and PcCp, where the letter

indicates whether there is a Party or Commercial paper and the case indicates whether the

paper is run by the upper- or lower- level CCPC.

Point c above is worth noting. It means that the entry of the first Commercial newspaper

in a market where H and L compete happens at a lower R than if either CCPC were a

monopolist. This can be seen by comparing Equations (11) and (12). In Equation (11), a

monopolistic CCPC trades off the market expansion effect against the political cost. In (12),

because of the existence of an incumbent competing Party paper, an additional business

stealing effect occurs, which induces L to introduce a Commercial paper earlier than if it

had been a monopolist. Similarly, the existence of L-Commercial will spur the entry of

H-Commercial, because the political cost of having a Commercial paper in the market has

already been inflicted.

Proposition 2 describes why both the hierarchical structure and competition hinder the

fulfillment of political goals. The hierarchical structure matters because the CCPC with the

minimum political valuation in a market will be the first to enter with a Commercial paper,

which steals readership from the Party paper and reduces its political impact. Competition

hinders the achievement of political goals because the business stealing effect induces the

early entry of Commercial papers.

In most non-capital prefectures in China, the lower-level (county) CCPC runs only Party

newspapers, while the higher-level (prefecture) CCPC may also run Commercial newspa-

pers. In this more-restricted setting, the mechanisms that drive newspaper entry can be

summarized as follows.

Proposition 3 (Politico-economic factors and market entry) Consider a market with
a higher-level and a lower-level CCPCs. Suppose that the higher-level CCPC can produce

both Party and Commercial newspapers while the lower-level CCPC can produce only a Party

newspaper. The political valuation of media bias

a. facilitates the entry of H-Party.

b. hinders the entry of H-Commercial.

c. has no effect on the entry of L-Party.

Proof. For the same reason as before, the first paper will be a Party paper launched by H.
The possible entry sequences are PCp and PpC.

Absent any existing newspaper, launching a party newspaper yields a double dividend of

both political and economic benefits. The entry condition is described by inequality (10),
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which is easier to satisfy when αH is larger. Thus, the entry of the first paper, H-Party, is

facilitated by political valuation αH .

If H-Commercial enters earlier than L-Party, its entry decision is described by inequality

(11). If H-Commercial enters after L-Party, H’s decision is described by an inequality with

the same terms, only adding a business stealing effect (12dpR), which captures the audience

it steals from L-Party. In both cases, the entry of the Commercial newspaper imposes a

political cost (dsαH), and thus the entry of H-Commercial is hindered by a higher political

valuation αH .

The benefits of entering with a L-Party are 1
2dp if H-Commercial is in the market and

1
2 (dp + ds) if it is not. The entry of L-Party is unaffected by political valuation α

L. This is

a direct consequence of the assumption that the political value is a public good and the fact

that it was already provided by the higher-level Party newspaper.

An empirically important point is that advertising revenues may cross-subsidize media

bias. This is because larger advertising revenues allow a CCPC to subsidize the entry of

highly-biased Party papers. Although the political value of a newspaper is lower than the

cost of entry, an increase in advertising revenues will induce the CCPC to launch the first

Party paper; see Equation (10) again. Thus, the expansion of advertising markets may fuel

the growth of propaganda outlets.

3 Alternative Demand Structure

We now discuss the two alternative demand structures that we mentioned before. If markets

are completely segmented between the two newspaper types (ds = 0) or if there is perfect

multi-homing (i.e., all readers consume both Party and commercial papers in exactly the same

manner), then the Party paper will not lose any of its audience in the presence of commercial

papers, and vice versa. In this case, the competition effect described in Proposition 1 is

not expected. Furthermore, because there is neither business stealing nor political costs of

launching a commercial newspaper, H and L have equal incentives to start the commercial

paper. The newspaper entry sequence predicted in Proposition 2 will not hold. Neither will

the result that the political valuation of media bias hinders the entry of commercial papers

presented in Proposition 3.

Consider a weaker format of multi-homing: only some readers consume both types of

papers or readers consume both papers but in an asymmetric way because of limited time or

attention. In this case, the advertising revenue and the political effect of media bias caused

by the change of Switchers will be smaller, and thus the politico-economic tradeoff will be

mitigated to some extent. Formally, we can assign a discount factor δ < 1 to the political and

economic effects of media bias under imperfect multi-homing. Then, ds in the model above

can be replaced by δds. As long as δ 6= 0 and ds 6= 0, the conclusion that L has a stronger
incentive to launch a Commercial paper than H remains true.
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In sum, if the markets are completely segmented or if there is perfect multi-homing, the

predictions in Propositions 1-3 will not be observed. In other words, empirical evidence con-

sistent with Propositions 1-3 will reject these two alternative conjectures of demand structure,

in favor of our theoretical arguments.
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